Focus on Patient Care
Gases, equipment and services for nursing facilities

Why complicate your respiratory oxygen requirements?
Let the experts make it simple for you.

We know that tight reimbursements, demanding patient needs and ever-changing compliance requirements are what makes patient care one of today’s most challenging businesses for skilled nursing homes and rehabilitation centers. More than any other gas supplier, Airgas Healthcare understands these challenges and supports nursing facilities in the safe delivery and management of medical gas products.

• Improve patient safety and mobility using innovative cylinder technology
• Streamline account management and forecasting with robust eBusiness platforms that support solutions like DSSI
• Tap into the expertise of local service support trained in safe gas operations
• Get reliable delivery options via 1,400+ U.S. locations

AirgasHealthcare.com
Focus on Patient Care
Gases, equipment and services for nursing facilities

Airgas Healthcare is a specialized brand of Airgas, an Air Liquide company, and a leading supplier of the most comprehensive range of gases, gas supply modes, gas delivery systems and related products and services in the U.S. Our mission is to support our healthcare customers in their mission to improve lives. With more nationwide locations than any other supplier, you can always count on reliable medical gas service. Reliability is critical to your business. That’s why it’s a priority to us.

Products

Individual cylinders
- For patient transport
- Available with standard, INTELLI-OX™+ and Walk-O₂-Bout+™ (WOB+™) cylinder valve technologies
- No piping
- Deliveries made by cylinder truck

Manifold cylinders
- For smaller usage
- Limited piping
- Deliveries made by cylinder truck

Liquid containers
- For smaller usage
- Limited piping
- Deliveries made by cylinder truck

Bulk liquid supply to external tank
- For large volume use
- Gas-piped anywhere into your facility
- Deliveries made by tanker truck

Equipment Offer
- Cylinder carts and accessories
- Regulators and manifolds
- Associated safety equipment
- Custom equipment available

Services
- Simplify invoicing, bill payment and account management with Airgas.com
- Manage delivery receipts digitally
- Eliminate runouts by accurately monitoring and forecasting gas and equipment inventory levels

Working with us is simple—call us now so we can make it simple for you

Contact us
800.201.0552
AirgasHealthcare.com
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